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Part One

NORMAN

BREAKTHROUGH
One night, in no way distinguishable from any other, Norman Mildew
sat in his room amid multiplying pizza boxes and beer cans, watching TV.
Without any warning, in the middle of a re-run of the Honeymooners,
Norman had the closest thing to a cosmic breakthrough he had ever
experienced in his forty three years on Earth. A small, wispy thought
bubbled up through his under-used consciousness, and burst with an
almost audible pop:

Later, he would return to this thought, and examine its implications.

THE UNEXAMINED LIFE
Had Norman Mildew been content, there would be nothing to say
about him at all. For forty three years he managed to avoid all opportunites
that might have distinguished him from the madding crowd.
This, then, is the first thing that it is possible to say about Norman
that makes him a potential subject for an interesting story, or indeed, any
sort of story:
He was not content.

Even this thought only
occurred to him late in his fortythird year. It came, fully formed
and pregnant with potential, a
little after ten p.m., as he sat, as
usual, watching re-runs of the
Honeymooners.
It took about five minutes,
after which Norman made the
first impulsive decision of his
irreducible existance:

It did not fully sink in, however, until almost six weeks later, during
exactly the same episode of the Honeymooners. That was the associative
content that set off a complex sequence of deja vu and intensive self
examination.

IN WHICH NORMAN CONSIDERS GETTING A HAT
The idea of a hat, of course, was merely symbolic.

Norman rarely used his imagination, but it existed. A hat can effect a
transformation in outlook and manner, and provide shelter and anonymity.
A hat is a lid for the soul, and contributes a welcome measure of false
security concerning the potential collapse of the sky.

Norman tried on dozens
of hats, looking for one that
would bring out his personality,
or at least, help establish one.

TRANSFORMATION
The hat, being a sudden
and unexpected intruder, did
not match anything else in
Norman's well established
pattern.

Before the shopping expedition was over, a snowballing effect rolled
over Norman's entire wardrobe,from the new hat down to his shoes,
accumulating along the way a coat, jackets, pants,
an assortment of outre' ties,
and the cowboy boots that
Santa never coughed up.

This sartorial revisionism did not
immediately affect the rest of his entrenched
routine, which revolved entirely around meals,
work, and vegetating before the TV.

The only notable change made by the passage of
twenty years had been the introduction of Cable.
Oh, there might be some variation in the TV
schedule, but such differences are so slight they barely
pass for new programs. Now and then a Big Fight or
something might call for a minor readjustment, but
otherwise, Norman's calibration was squarely set on
horizontal hold.

NORMAN AT WORK
When Norman arrived at the office on Monday morning, he was sure
that no one would recognize him in his "new look".
Every weekday Norman went to work in a big office filled with
cubicles as far as the eye could see---which, from where he sat, was not
quite to the top of his own cubicle. For all practical purposes, the whole
place might have been no larger than his own six square foot area. But it
actually was very big, and just loaded with identical cubicles.

If any of his co-workers actually didn't recognize him, they said
nothing.

What anyone else did
in their own cubicles was
beyond Norman's ken. He
had only a vague idea of
what he himself did.

It involved tracking
sequences of numbers that
scrolled endlessly down his
computer screen, appearing
from nowhere at the top
and going who knows
where when they dripped
under the lip of the plastic
casing at the bottom edge of
the monitor. At semi-regular
intervals, according to a
prescribed
set
o
instructions, Norman would
press a key and a line of
numbers
would
be
highlighted.
He had no idea where the numbers were coming from. For all he
knew, someone in the next cubicle was feeding them into an identical
computer and onto the network, maybe from some undending print-out
spooling over from the space on the other side.
Or maybe the numbers were random, and represented nothing but the
idle diddling of unimaginably huge supercomputers somewhere else on the

Globe. Norman had no way of telling. He simply knew that when certain
combinations came up, he was to note the time and enter them into
another program that silently took them and did whatever it was
programmed to do in secret. He never saw them again.

he sometimes thought, but the only
evidence he had of this was his
monthly paycheck. By itself, that
was no great indicator of fabulous
sums. It was barely enough to give
substance to his ample body, but
not nearly enough to provide him
with a Lifestyle.

RAOUL THE NARCISSIST

It was difficult for Norman to tell what his co-workers thought of his
new image. Only one fellow employee, Raoul DeFilippo, ever actually
conversed with him, and that was because no one else could stand Raoul.
It's doubtful that even Raoul noticed Norman's style change, though.
Raoul was constitutionally incapable of noticing anything but himself.

Raoul had his own problem.
Whether by heredity or environment,or
some complicated intermingling of the
two, Raoul preferred his own company
to that of anyone else. He would have
liked to have been Gay, but no man
could live up to his ideal notion of
perfection: himself.
This was the tenuous
connection between Norman
and Raoul.
Both were lonely.

DISAPPOINTMENT

It occurred to Norman on
his way home that he had
picked the wrong placed to be
noticed.
The office of a Great
Megapolitan Accounting Firm is
by definition a cold, impersonal
processing node for faceless
numerical data. The seeds of
social synergy do not flower in
such hard cold ground.
The same level response curve that had kept Norman on his
unquestioned path for so many years came to his aid in this moment of
deep disappointment. Norman simply wasn't used to reacting, so he was
spared a plunge into dark depression or scorching humiliation. The hurt
was just a barely perceptible dull ache near his center of gravity, easily
masked by a

Many people with more
practised determination would
have given up at this point, but
Norman had never had an idea of
his own before, and he was not
ready to let go of it.

